Celebrity Break-Up: Sam Smith
& Brandon Flynn Split After
Nine Months of Dating
By Haley Lerner
In celebrity break-up news, celebrity couple Sam Smith and
Brandon Flynn have split after nine months of dating.
According to UsMagazine.com, Smith deleted all posts of Flynn
on his Instagram account. The “Stay With Me” singer also
shared cryptic posts on his Instagram Story on June 26, one
photo reading “Love” and a screenshot of Clean Bandit and
Julia Michael’s song “I Miss You.” But, the 13 Reasons Why
star still has photos of the couple on his Instagram account.
The pair was first seen kissing in New York City in October
2017. Then, the two attended the 2018 Grammy Awards together
this past January.

This pair just went through a
celebrity break-up. What are some
ways to know early on that you
aren’t a match with someone?
Cupid’s Advice:
Want to avoid a tough break-up? Cupid has some ways to tell
early on that you and someone might not work out:
1. You have nothing in common: Early on, it’s easy to fall for
someone because of their charm and good looks. But, it’s
important that when considering seriously dating someone you

two actually have stuff in common. If you don’t, your
relationship is pretty much likely to not end well.
Related Link: Celebrity Break-Up: Jillian Michaels & Heidi
Rhoades Split After 9 Years Together
2. You don’t like their friends: While there are exceptions,
most of the time someone’s friends reflect their only
personality. If you find you can’t stand hanging out with your
partner’s friends, then the relationship probably isn’t a good
match.
Related Link: Celebrity Break-Up: The Bachelorette’s Luke Pell
& Girlfriend Holly Allen Split Again
3. Different schedules: If you and the person you’re dating
have totally conflicting lives and schedules, a committed
relationship can be especially hard. Your lives should work
well together, but if they don’t, it could mean the
relationship isn’t a good match.
Have any more ways to tell early on if you aren’t a match with
someone? Comment below!

